
Time & Attendance

Reducing Stock Count

Loyalty Schemes

Cashless Transactions

Happy Hour Price Changes

Customer Tabs & Accounts

Table Plans & Reservation Diary

Price Lookup

Barcode Lookup

Dispense Monitoring 

Mix & Match Promotions

Integrated Card Payments

Booker Link

Stock Control

Shelf Edge Label Printing

Secure Staff Sign-On & Off

Caller ID & Postcode Lookup

CCTV Integration

Biometrics Authentication

Intuitive Keyboard Layouts

Cloud Back Office Back Up

Automatically Split Bills

Schedule Happy Hours

Built-in Language Translation

Product Image Buttons

Payment Card Reader Integration

ICRTouch
All-in-one EPOS Solution

Key Features

Save time with intelligent automation
By utilising TouchPoint, you can enhance your efficiency by avoiding errors and saving time. The
program can prompt your employees to recommend additional items, alert them of potential
allergens, and provide age verification reminders for restricted product sales or door entry. This will
reduce your workload and allow you to focus on providing unparalleled customer service.

Built-in security reduces fraud and theft
To aid in investigating any incidents, TouchPoint comes equipped with a comprehensive audit trail
of all clerk activity and transaction data. For even more detailed reports, TouchOffice Web, a cloud-
based business management software, can be seamlessly integrated.

With its innovative integration of CCTV
technology to display transactional
information and the ability to customise
clerk sign-on with various methods such as
fingerprint scanners, ibuttons, cards, or
pins, TouchPoint is designed to deter,
detect, and ultimately decrease the
potential threat of internal theft and fraud.

Identity Verification

CCTV Integration



Graphical table plans
Visual representation of
service areas with multiple
levels and numbered tables.

Clerk language selection
Change the language per till
operator.

Product image buttons
Easily identify products with
images without needing to
read text.

Kitchen order translation
Orders can be printed or
displayed in the kitchen in a
secondary language.

Clerk language selection
Change the language per till
operator, or have a different
language to the kitchen.

Prompts to upsell
Create upselling suggestions
when specific products are
selected or sold.

Stock count on sales screens
Show stock quantities on
product buttons for specials
and limited quantity items.

Split bill automation
Take the pressure off staff and
automatically calculate split
bill values. 

Inhibit sales of low stock
Prevent sales of products
when their stock limits are
reached.

Photo ID verification
Ensure that loyalty cards are
used by the right person with
photo verification.

Gift cards
Create gift cards of any value.

Cashless environments
Add funds to an account for
cashless environments.

Whether you’re a restaurant owner putting
customer experience first, accommodation
start-up searching for a Micromerchant
account on your first EPoS system, a busy
takeaway looking to integrate existing sales
platforms like Deliveroo and Just Eat; or
even a convenience store looking to quickly
manage stock lines, the suite of scalable
ICRTouch software products can be
combined to create a secure ecosystem to
suit your needs. 

Work smarter with EPoS solutions,
custom-built for your business

ICRTouch
All-in-one EPOS Solution

More features to help you raise the bar

Capturing useful marketing information has never been easier

Points schemes
Collected on value of a sale, or on
specific products for a discount
or in exchange for a product.

Flexible discounts
Change the language per till
operator.

Loyalty pricing levels
Shift to a different price list for
product-specific discounts.


